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Chapter 9

Conclusions and future perspectives

1. The smaller diameter of the Meniscus Arrows® (MAs), compared to the Smart Nails® (SNs), 

combined with their frequent availability in hospitals for already established indications, 

their excellent hold in bone, at least equal to that of the SNs as demonstrated in chapters 4, 5,

6, the fact, that they are manufactured from the same self reinforced polylactide copolymer, 

and the results, depicted in chapter 7, makes the MAs arguably the more advantageous

device for the fixation of OCD fragments and ostfi eochondral fractures in the knee. 

2.* Adolescents and adults with a non-displaced fragment and intact cartilage (stage 1a – 1b)

should be treated by transchondral drilling, if pressure on the fragment does not reveal

debris emanating from the drill hole. Fixation with MAs, as many as needed to produce a 

steady pressure on the fragment, should follow.

3.* Adolescents with a partly detached fragment (type 2a) should be treated with debridement

and drilling of the bottom of the dissecat bed, followed by compressive fixation of the fi

fragment with MAs, a spongeous bone transplant is optional. In the case of an adult patient,

this is obligatory.

4.* In case of a fully displaced fragment, but with intact cartilage, both in adolescents and adults 

maximal treatment should follow i.e. nettoyage of the bottom of the crater, spongeous 

bone transplantation and compressive fi xation of the fragment with an adequate numberfi

of MAs.

5. Before reduction and fi xation of the fragments, fifi  brin glue should be applied on the margins, fi

to enhance the incorporation of the fragment covering cartilage into the surrounding, 

recipient cartilage.

6.* A fully displaced dissecat with seriously damaged cartilage and/or fragmentation should be 

removed and cartilage restoring surgery must be undertaken to restore the congruency of 

the cartilage surface.

7. The shear force during one walking cycle in the knee is far less than the average force, 

required to dislocate a bone block, fixed with 3 MAs in its bed. However, regarding the fi

repetitive character of the forces, distributed on the knee surface during walking and full

weight bearing, only unloaded movements of the knee joint should be permitted in a 

hinged brace, after an initial period of two weeks of immobilisation in a plaster splint, until 

consolidation of the fragment is confirmed.fi
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8. Before weight bearing, consolidation of the fragment should be assessed by means of,

preferably, non-invasive means, such as MRI, or CT scanning.

9. If persistent postoperative hydrops, pain, locking is observed, arthroscopy should be 

per formed to correct the, most of the time existing and corrigible, chondropathy of the 

margins of the fragment.

10.       The aforementioned properties indicate, that biodegradable devices like MAs could also

serve as fi xing devices for several other indications, where the use of small, but good in fi

bone anchoring biodegradable devices is advantageous, especially, if they can be inserted

arthroscopically.

Some examples: 

· displaced tibial spine fractures in children and adolescents

· displaced radial head fractures

· Mallet fractures of the distal hand phalanges

· avulsion fractures at the base of the fi rst phalanx of the thumb, the so-called skier’s orfi

gamekeeper thumb

· humeral epicondyle fractures in childhood

Further research should be conducted to explore the potential benefi t of these applications.fi

*: proposed treatment algorithm for the OCD:

proposed OCD treatment algorithm

Stage 1a 1b 2a 2b 32a 2b
adolescent drilling, MA

fixationfi
drilling, MA fixation, fi

shaving
spongeosa 

transplant optional
spongeosa 

transplant required
cartilage resurfacing 

surgery

adult drilling, MA 
fixation,fi

drilling, MA fixation, fi
shaving

cartilage resurfacing spongeosa transplant required
surgery

if debris, clean dissecat bed, add
spongeousa transplant    
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